Turkey Shoot: Hunters Duel
	This is an expansion of the original game and utilizes material from The Second Hunt. The intent of this expansion is to increase game options along more direct conflict between players for skirmish battles. Most of the additional options for Hunters tend to be primarily for this kind of conflict and are less useful in the normal game other than a few of the traits. This is again developed by Wing of Sephiroth.

Hunters
Hunter Templates
Musician
ATK: 2
DEF: 4
SPD: 3
HP: 4
Melee: This unit may only attack enemies within 1"
Demoralize: Enemies within 6" have -1 ATK
March: This unit and allies within 6" of it during the beginning of its turn gain a +1 SPD during their second action if their first is also a move.

Surgeon
ATK: 2
DEF: 3
SPD: 4
HP: 4
Melee: This unit may only attack enemies within 1"
Revive: If you move within 3" of a unit that was killed this round and has not yet respawned, you may expend an action to attempt to revive that character. Treat this as an attack against the downed character, but instead of dealing damage if you succeed, the character returns to play without losing a life at their previous position with 1 HP. The character revived is treated as +1 DEF for the purposes of this ability, and this penalty is increased each time it is used on the character in a single life.
Healer: You may spend an action to heal yourself or an allied unit within 2". Roll 2d6 and for each 3+ the target regains 1 HP. If this character has the Medic Trait, roll 3d6.

Standard Bearer
ATK: 3
DEF: 2
SPD: 3
HP: 4
Melee Reach: This unit may only attack enemies within 2"
Inspire: All allies within 6" gain +1 ATK
Guarded: If this character is attacked, an ally within 3" of this character may be selected to take the damage instead. If the allied character is controlled by another player, that player may choose to accept the damage or not.

Hunter Traits
Healing Hands: (Surgeon Only) At the beginning of each round, roll 1d6. On a 4+ remove 1 revive token from an ally. On a 6, remove 1 revive token from each ally.
Piper: (Musician Only) Range of Demoralize increases to 9"
Legendary Flag: (Standard Bearer Only) Range of Inspire increases to 9"
Banzai!: When this character is deployed either at the beginning of the game or from a respawn, the character gains an additional move action before beginning their turn.
Flourish: At the beginning of this characters turn, you may elect to sacrifice 1 DEF to gain +1 ATK until your next turn
Dancer: At the beginning of this characters turn, you may elect to sacrifice 1 ATK to gain +1 DEF until your next turn.

Special Traits
Looter: This character has -1 SPD and -1 ATK. If this character is killed it drops what it is carrying.
Captain: This character has +1 HP, and gains a +1 to ATK, DEF, or SPD. This character is worth +1 points.

Game Types
Booty Ball
	This is a game type for 2 players that takes place on a 3'x1.5' board. Each player has 5 characters that are set up on opposing short edges between 6" and 18" from that edge. In the center is placed the piece of loot both sides want in their posession.
	Determine initiative as usual, each player may activate 1 of their characters before the other player may. A round ends when each character has been activated.
	A character within 1" of the prize, may expend an action to pick it up (Gaining the Looter trait) and attempts to take it back to your table end. If the character makes it, you gain 1 point, if he's killed, the prize is placed where his character fell and may be picked up by other characters of either side.
	When a point is scored, all downed characters respawn in their starting area immediately and a new round is started. The character who scored also returns to play in his starting area.
	Play continues until one side has 3 points.

Clash of Crews
	This game type is for any number of players, but consider expanding the board size to 4'x4' if you're playing with more than 4 teams. Or reducing it to 2'x2' if only 2 players.
	Each player has 5 characters, one of which gains the Captain special trait. Characters deploy within 6" of opposing corners.
	Each character has 3 lives.
	Initiative is determined as usual, each player may activate 1 character per turn until all of the characters in your force have been moved. At any point where you have no remaining characters to move, you are skipped in initiative order.
	Play continues until 1 player has remaining forces in play. The player with the highest number of points wins.

X Marks the...Turkey?
	This game type utilizes the same setup as Clash of Crews. The major difference is a prize is set up in the middle of the board and may be moved as in the Booty Ball game type and turkeys spawn as in The Hunt Game Type.
	The winner is the player who's characters manage to get the prize off the board in their starting location first.

